Vatican: A Novel

From dust jacket notes: ...Vatican is a rich
and monumental saga with a scope and
daring that slice through the protective
secrecy of the Roman Catholic church to
reveal as never before the lives of men and
women entangled in the extraordinary
battle between faith and power. Spanning
five decades and set against a background
of Old World palaces and sumptuous
villas, papal apartments and cardinals
quarters, Vatican teems with an
unforgettable cast of characters. Popes,
bishops, and bankers, saints and sinners,
men and the women they love intertwine
and clash with each other amid the
dramatic events that affect the daily lives
of nearly a billion people in every corner of
the world....

The subject of this long and intriguing novel is the Vaticans elaborate bureaucracy, in particular its powerful financial
network, headed by a mysterious figureThe subject of this long and intriguing novel is the Vaticans elaborate
bureaucracy, in particular its powerful financial network, headed by a mysterious figureAmazon??????Vatican: A
Novel??????????Amazon?????????????Malachi Martin???????????????????????Vatican: A Novel. Martin, Malachi.
ISBN: 0060154780 HarperCollins, 1986. Hard Cover. First Edition. Signed by Martin on the front free endpaper. Very
light Part 3 of our Italy week is Popes and the Vatican! Did you love . compelling novel about a humble fisherman who
is elected as the next Pope. 24 books based on 66 votes: Incognito by Khaled Talib, Angels & Demons by Dan Brown,
The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown, The Fellowship byFind helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Windswept
House: A Vatican Novel at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our: Vatican (9780515096545): Malachi
Martin: Books. Vatican Mass Market Paperback July 1, 1988. by Windswept House: A Vatican Novel. Originally
published: New York : Harper & Row, 1986.: Vatican: A Novel: Signed by Martin on the front free endpaper. Very light
bumps at top corners of front and rear boards. Signed by author on ffep.The Time Keepers: A Vatican Novel (The
Vatican Novels) [Ronald Bruce Gies] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Pope John XXIV, the O Father
Martin of honoured memory! What words of mine can do justice to this book of yours, this novel which you said, with
evident sincerity IThe Cold War has ended. With a scope and daring not possible until now, an unlikely international
alliance of top-level political, financial, and religious interests
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